
WEEKPLANS : USER MANUAL

Dear students

Now that physical distancing was prolonged, I hope that you and your loved ones are as fine as 
possible under the currant circumstances.

As we can probably all use some kind of distraction, brain food and connection, I have thought of 
some tasks that are managable from home, without direct instructions. If you do have questions 
anyways, don’t hestitate to contact me via fuka.igs-kathi@gmx.de or fuka@igs-kathi.de. 
Additionally, I am working on a Microsoft teams course. Hence I have deleted the drop box folder, 
as I haven’t received anything there.
You can now also reach me via landline. My number is: 0221/58872650
I will definitly be at home Tuesdays from 9-12 am and Thursdays from 2 to 5 pm. You may also 
contact me Mon-Fri from 9 am to 6 pm. Before and after that you can leave me a message on the 
answering machine.

Please work on the weekplans in the correct order. Some of the tasks built on the previous ones. 
You will have to upload some of your results to Microsoft Teams. (I was able to already add some 
of you to our course. The others will follow soon). Sending your results via email is perfectly fine as
well.

URGENT PLEAD: Name your file following this pattern: familyname.name.nameofthetask.pdf 
(example: mustermann.max.bookreview.pdf). I constantly receive files called “image1.jpeg”. It is 
utterly exhausting renaming every one of those files and not losing track about who send me 
which file.

Sincerely yours

Kathrin Fuchs
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Weekplan #3

“OIL”

6th - 12th May2020

Writing a book review

Tasks Material Upload?

q
Watch the documentary “Oil spills in 
Nigeria: The true price of crude oil” by The 
Guardian about Nigeria’s oil economy. 
While watching, answer the questions 
below.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JuqLfH1SW98 

X

q
Read the short story Spider the Artist by  
Nnedi Okorafor and check if it matches the 
criteria for short stories described in the 
attached list.

Textsheet “Spider the Artist”
skillsheet: How to analyze a 
short story

X

q
Sum up the short story and analyze it. (See 
tasks below.)

Textsheet “Spider the Artist” YES

q
The short story paints a rather grim picture 
of Nigeria’s future. What do you think? 
Write a comment on whether oil is a 
blessing or a curse to Nigeria.

Skills File: How to write a 
comment in Camden Town

YES

TASKS

DOCUMENTARY: Viewing comprehension: Oil spills in Nigeria: The true cost of crude oil”

1. What are the problems with the Nigerian oil economy?

2. Who is responsible for missing oil?

3. How do people living in the mining areas cope with the situation? (What is their financial 
situation? How much power do they have? What is their relationship with the government and the
oil companies?)

4. What solutions to the problems are suggested?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuqLfH1SW98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuqLfH1SW98


SHORT STORY – Summary and Analysis

1. Sum up the main events of the short story.

2. Analyze how the dystopian* atmosphere is conveyed in the story through events and language.

(Always remember the three steps: description – analysis – interpretation:

In the near future the Nigerian government and oil companies have installed robots that violently 
guard the pipelines and hence terrorize the rural population. This creates a very dark, intimidating 
atmosphere. It illustrates and criticizes the ruthlessness of those who benefit from the oil drilling. 
It also heightens the desperate situation of the common people living close to the oil fields.

* dystopia: a pessimistic vision of the near future that can be interpreted as a present day warning; Black Mirror 
or The Handmaid’s Tale are dystopian TV shows.

3. The short story paints a rather grim picture of Nigeria’s future. What do you think? Write a 
comment on whether oil is a blessing or a curse to Nigeria.


